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What You Aren’t Being Told About The World You Live In

Picking up the Pieces: Practical Guide for Surviving Economic Crashes, Internal Unrest and Military

Suppression By: Sorcha Faal “In the span of less than 3 months gasoline prices will rise 500%.  The prices of both food

and shelter rise over 300%. (Continued)

Partisans Handbook: By: Sorcha Faal “Essential Survival Guide For Resisting Foreign Military Occupation, Escape

And Evasion Techniques, Surviving Interrogation, Facing Execution, Wilderness Survival (Continued)

The Great Refusal: An Historical Guide To Christian Suicide: By: Sorcha Faal is a MUST book for anyone

who has contemplated suicide, tried suicide or has had someone they know commit suicide.  For as the Sorcha Faal

quotes in this psychologically, spiritual, monumental and controversial work:  “The whole secret of existence is to have no

fear. Never fear what will become of you. Only the moment you reject all are you freed.” (Continued)

 

January 11, 2014

Snowden Documents Proving “US-Alien-Hitler” Link Stuns Russia

By: Sorcha Faal, and as reported to her Western Subscribers

A stunning Federal Security Services (FSB) report on the nearly two million highly classified top-secret documents obtained

from the United States Department of Defense (DOD) run National Security Agency-Central Security Service (NSA/CSS) by

the American ex-patriot Edward Snowden states that this information is providing “incontrovertible proof” that an

“alien/extraterrestrial intelligence agenda” is driving US domestic and international policy, and has been doing so since at least

1945.

Edward Snowden is a computer specialist, a former Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) employee, and former NSA/CSS
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contractor who disclosed these classified documents to several media outlets in

late 2012 and was granted temporary asylum in Russia in 2013 after his

designation by the Obama regime as the “most wanted man on earth.”

This FSB report further states that Snowden, in December, 2012, contacted the

highly respected American columnist, blogger, and author Glenn Greenwald by

an email headed with the subject line stating, “I and others have things you would

be interested in.?.?.?.”

In Snowden’s own words, this report continues, he outlined to Greenwald the

reason for his highly secretive group obtaining and releasing these documents by

warning that that there “were actually two governments in the US: the one that

was elected, and the other, secret regime, governing in the dark.”

As to who is running this “secret regime” Snowden and his cohorts were warning

about, FSB experts in this report say, was confirmed this past weekend by former

Canadian defense minister Paul Hellyer who was given access to all of

Snowden’s documents by Russian intelligence services and stated they were,

indeed, “accurate.”

Even though Defense Minister Hellyer’s exact statements to the FSB in regards to

Snowden’s documents remain classified, shortly after his “extensive electronic

interview” by the FSB he was allowed to appear on Russia Today’s program

SophieCo this past fortnight [see video HERE] where he shockingly admitted that

aliens have “been visiting our planet for thousands of years” and described

several types of these extraterrestrials, including “Tall Whites” who are working

with the US Air Force in Nevada.

Of the many explosive revelations in this FSB report, the one most concerning to

Russian authorities are the Snowden’s documents “confirming” that the “Tall

Whites” (further revealed by Defense Minister Hellyer as noted above) are the

same extraterrestrial alien race behind the stunning rise of Nazi Germany during

the 1930’s.

In just one example of the many outlined in this FSB report, it shows that with

this “alien assistance,” at the end of the 1930’s, when Nazi Germany possessed

just 57 submarines, over the four years of World War II it built 1,163 modern

technologically advanced submarines at its dockyards and even put them into

operation.

Snowden’s documents further confirm, this report says, the “Tall Whites”

(Nordic) meetings in 1954 with US President Dwight D. Eisenhower where the

“secret regime” currently ruling over America was established. 

Most disturbingly, this FSB report warns, is that the “Tall White” agenda being implemented by the “secret regime” ruling the

United States calls for the creation of a global electronic surveillance system meant to hide all true information about their

presence here on earth as they enter into what one of Snowden’s documents calls the “final phase” of their end plan for total

assimilation and world rule.

Unbeknownst to the FSB, this report confirms, are those still in the US government backing Snowden, but whose presence

Russian intelligence experts note is “unmistakable” and shows a cataclysmic power struggle is currently underway against this

“secret regime” now headed by Obama by “forces unknown.”

Most to be feared by Russian policy makers and authorities, this report concludes, is if those opposing the “Tall White” “secret

regime” ruled over by Obama have themselves aligned with another alien-extraterrestrial power themselves.

January 11, 2014 © EU and US all rights reserved. Permission to use this report in its entirety is granted under the condition it is

linked back to its original source at WhatDoesItMean.Com. Freebase content licensed under CC-BY and GFDL.
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[Ed. Note: Western governments and their intelligence services actively campaign against the information found in these reports

so as not to alarm their citizens about the many catastrophic Earth changes and events to come, a stance that the Sisters of

Sorcha Faal strongly disagrees with in believing that it is every human beings right to know the truth.  Due to our missions

conflicts with that of those governments, the responses of their ‘agents’ against us has been a longstanding

misinformation/misdirection campaign designed to discredit and which is addressed in the report “Who Is Sorcha Faal?”.]

Americans Celebrate Last Year As Free People

They Are Going To Come For You…Why Are You Helping Them?
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